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SOME INTERESTING CONCLUSIONS FROM A STUDY OF Q-ATTENUATION 

SUDHIF JAIN’ 

r 
ABSTRACT 

A review of awilablr litrrhturc and considcmbk modelling 
and cqxrimenlal wurk show that Q can br estimated frum 
\eiscllic vcflcctiun recordings in three different wily5 which 
provide gmerally cvnsisknl ~ducs. Eslimiltcd Q-values call 
bc used to predict Ihc mainable resoIution of field data md to 
corrcctf,,rdispersion. whichisthc lnainciiu~eof\onic-seismic 
mktieb. It appears hilt the dcconvolution normally applied in 
the curly stages of processing compensates for distortion and 
delays c:used hy nttenoation within the seismic frequency 
band. 

Attenuation of seismic waves with travelled distance 
has hccn :studied theoretically in both field and lahor:l- 
tory during the last thirty years. Knopoff and McDow 
ald (IYSX), McDonal et nl. (195X), O’Brien (IYhl), 
Futtermaln (lY62), Trorey (1962), Gardner et al. (19641, 
Wuenchel(lY65),Bremaeckererul.(lY66),Strick(lY67, 
1970,1971).GanleyandKanasewich(l980)andWinkler 
(1986) among others have published excellent works on 
various aspects of attenuation. 

As the elastic waves travel deeper, they lose energy 
as it is p;utially converted into heat. This loss is frr- 
quency dependent - higher frequencies are absorbed 
more rapidly than lowerfrequcncies. such that the highest 
frequency recovered on most seismic data is about 
80 Hz. A combination of gain adjustment and decon- 
volution compensates for this loss to some extent, but 
the energy below a certain level cannot he recovered. 
This causes reduction in resolution as well as a limita- 
tion to the penetration of seismic energy. Moreover, 
absorption appears to vary with the lithology of the 
medium.‘Theunconsolidatednearsurfaceahsorhsmore 
energy than the underlying compact rocks. The changes 
in this zone may he the source of amplitude variations 
on seismic records, which may he confused with litho- 
logic changes in the zone of exploration interest. In 
extreme cases, most of the energy may be absorbed in 
the first few hundred metres of the subsurface. 

It is, therefore. important to study the absorption and 
determine the ways in which it can manifest itself on 
seismic data. A detailed study of a simple absorption 
law by Averhukh (1963) was conducted hy Crewe and 
Alhilali (1974) who related absorption to dispersion - 
variation of velocity with frequency-and showed that 
practical values of absorption coefticicnts can cause a 
change in velocity of 2% to 4% between frequencies of 
bonic log sowx and those of seismic wilves on field 
records.Gretener(l96l)hadnotedasystematicdiscrrp- 
ancy of up to 3% between sonic log and check shot 
times, and ascribed it to anisotropy and dispersion. 
Strick (1971) showed that this discrepancy can he fully 
explained by his power-law attenuation model as the 
pedestal effect. Stewart rf nl. (1984) observed an aver- 
age discrepancy of 2.0 msilOO0 ft between integrated 
sonic times and vertical seismic profiles, and showed 
that most of this discrepancy can be due to dispersion 
predictzihle from the constant Q model. Winkler (1986) 
states that the velocity dispersion is of an appropriate 
magnitude to explain differences between seismic and 
sonic log frequency. In this paper, we discuss some 
implications of absorption related to the spectrum of 
field data and show that absorption coefficients can he 
determined from seismic data, alone or in conjunction 
with sonic logs, and used to adjust sonic log velocities.. 
We also show by practical examples that the change in 
velocity with frequency as computed from realistic 
Q-values fully explains the time mist& between the 
sonic log and seismic data. Sonic log velocities after 
adjustment for dispersion with estimated Q-values pro- 
vidc synthetics that match seismic data throughout their 
lengths and minimire confusion in polarity on synthc- 
tics from unadjusted velocities. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PKOBLEM 

The attenuation of a wavelet travelling in an inelastic 
medium takes twoforms. First, it losesenergy: generally, 
the higher the frequency the greater the loss. Second. it 
is to he expected that the phase component of the 
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wavelet suffers delay relalcd to frequency. In other 
words. different frequency components travel with dif- 
ferent velocities. Indeed. it is hwnc out by general 
experience that synthetic seismograms gcnerxted from 
sonic logs whercfrcquencies arc ofthcwdcrof?OK HL 
usually need to bc stretched to match the seismic trace\. 
i.r. have (I-avelled with higher velocities. Grelcncrl IYhl) 
showed from his study of sonic logs and check shots in 
Albcrla that the sonic logs we compressed I to 2.5 ms 
per 1000 ft. This indicates that the velocity for waves 01 
frequencies used in sonic logs is I% to 2.5% higher than 
forwavesofseismicfrcquenciestl-~tvclIin~;rt lO.t1Ot~ It/s. 
The attenuation ami conscqucnt dispersion has two 
implications in the interpretation of seismic rctlection 
data. First. wavclets xc expcctcd to become distwtcd 
as they travel downwwd. Second, seismic IIGICCS m;ltch 
the synthetic seismogr:uns for only shol-1 stretches. and 
problems are encountcrcd in identifying markers and 
c\t;iblishing polar-itics. 

There is no co~~sensus reganling the magnitude of 
phase distortion except that dispersion within seismic 
record frequcncics is expected IO bc considerably less 
than one pcrccnt and. by itself. hccomes Icss serious at 
greater depths because lhe spectrum becomes quite 
narrow. It is possible that the delay in the minimum 
phase wavelet cauxd by the 10s of high l’requencies is 
sufficient to account for this dispersion. 

h.TTCNUATION EQUATION 

Bremaecker (3, ul. ( IYhh) do-ived the relationship 
between amplitude A and distanced travelled by P-wwcs 
15: 

A = md 2 exp(-7i.f.dIV.Q) II) 

whcrc f is the frequency, V the velocity and Q the 
attenuation cocffZent defined such that 3/Q is the 
tratio of enugy dissipated TV that stored in a cycle. 
HigherQ means less absorption. I’oI- sedimentary rocks, 
Q generally ranges bctwccn 30 and 300 tMc(‘a~&y. 
19X5). Unconwlidated ~nx~terial has lower Q. In shale\ 
and sandstones Q gener;dly ranges t’rom XI to ISO. and 
in carbonates from 100 to 100. 

BysubstitutingA,,. amplitude very cIosc tothesoul-cc 
for md ‘, travel time 1 = div and converting the equa- 
tiun to energy. 

E = E,, exp t-?Trft/QI (2) 

which is the same as the equation given by McCarley 
(19%) except that he writes it for period 1‘ instead 01 
frequency f. 

Equation (2) gives us a relationship hctween attenua- 
tion E/E,, and 1. Q and f. To understand the attenuation 
of seismic waves. it is helpful to hold cithct- t or f 
constant and plot attenuation curve\ vs for t for various 
values of Q. 

Attenuation in dh was plottcd vs frequencies ranging 
from IO to I IO Hz fw travel times .?5 to 2.5 5 and for 
Q-values t-anping from 30 (PieI-rc Shale) tu 100 lmassi\sc 
cat-bonatesl. One example i\ shown in Figure I for 
Q = 120. Abswption is nommali/cd to ze~-o at the low-cut 
end and is plottcd in dbs up to -50 dh. Note that fhc 
cu~wcs do not take into account either the instrument 
response or attenuations and compensations applied in 
data processing. Thus. these curves apply only the field 
recordings wilh inslrumcnts of flat response wcr the 
frcqucncy hand. 

~%I? v 
III ii! 5i: ,n il: 0 

FREQUENCY HZ 

Fig. 1. Attenuation CUl”e ior Q = 120. 

The threshold level whwc the energy at a particuhu 
frequency is irrecovcrahle depends on Ggnxlinoise ratio 
on the field records. In good record arcas. -20 db is 
perhaps a rciwnahlc thlwshold lcvcl. Thelxforc, we 
can define the frequency zone whet-e tr;m\miwion is 
above -20 dh as the useful spectrum. The following 
conclusion\ can be dcrivcd from a set of absorption 
cu,wcs: 

I. All cu~wes lineal-ly dcclinc with increasin~fruquency 
irrespective of the Q-factor. Therefwe. with increasing 
travel time frequency content of the data always shifts 
towardthcluu,erend.them;~~nitudeoftheshift depend- 
ing on the Q-factor and the tt-avel time. The relative 
shift diminishes ah the consolidation inct-eats. As will 
be shown later, Wiener-I.evinwn deconvolution com- 
pcnsatcs for most of this high-frequency absorption and 
the delays it intlwduccs. 

2. In the pl-esence of thick unconsolidated material 
(Q=30 or Icrs) the useful spectra are IO-100 Hz and 
IO-70 Hr when two-way times in this zone at~c .35 sand 
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.50 s, respectively. These times correspond to thethick- 
nesses of 175 m and 250 m respectively when velocity is 
1000 m/s. ‘These parameters for the weathered zone are 
quite common in the Western Canada Basin. and it 
appears that the consolidation and thickness of the 
weathered1 zone are crucial parameters in defining the 
attainable resolution in a prospect. 

3. For massive limestones and d&mites (Q=300) 
theuseful specrrumextends beyond 100 Hrupto2.5 s. 
Therefore, thick zones of carbonates do not alter the 
useful spectrum appreciably. 

4. As the Q-factor increases, the rate of attenuation is 
diminished at all frequencies. In other words, high- 
frequency data indicate a higher Q-factor for the trans- 
mitting material, i.e. it is more consolidated. 

5. Assuming an average Q value of 120, the useful 
spectrum is IO-100 Hzat .8 s(the timeofChannel sands 
in southam and central Alberta), not accounting for 
weathering loss. Therefore, adirect correlation between 
a reflector and thin channel sands is improbable regard- 
less of the type of source used in the survey. although 
improvements in current data are possible. 

6. Assuming an average Q-value of 150, the useful 
spectrum is IO-100 Hz at 1.2 s (Slave Point marker). 
Therefore, thin porosity zones in carbonates will be 
observed on the seismic section only indirectly, even in 
the best recorded data. Again, improvements in exisl- 
ing data are possible. 

Auenuation YS Time 

Attenuation in db was plotted vs travel time up to 
three seconds for Q-values ranging from 50 to 290 and 
frequencies from 20 to 100 Hr. One example of these 
attenuation curves for a frequency of 40 Hz is shown in 
Figure 2. The figure shows that for a seismic wavelet 
whose dominant frequency is 40 Hz, the attenuation 
rateis4.0 db/sforQ=250,6.6 db/sforQ= 170(carbon- 
ates)and I I.6 db/sforQ=50(lowerendoftherangefor 
sandstones and shales). In other words, such a wavelet 
is not expected to be observed on field records below 
2.0 s in Nlesoroic and Cenozoic sections. 

.+- 
I 2 3 

TRAVEL TIME IN SECONDS 

Fig. 2. Inelastic attenuation curves lor the frequency of 40 Hz and 
various values of 0. 

Drcun1-ulution 

Equation (2) gives us the means to compute power 
spectra for vat-ious values of Q and t and, therefore, the 
minimum or zero phase wavelets at any given time for 
any value of Q. The equation also allows the computa- 
tion of Q from the power spectrum of the field traces, as 
will be discussed in a latet- section. 

Figure 3 shows two sets of- I2 traces each. Right 
twelve traces show minimum phase wavelets calcu- 
lated from amplitude spectra according to Equation (2) 
for Q = 30,50.70. ,250. Cosine truncation such that 
spectra were reduced to half the calculated value at 
70 Hz and to zero at 100 Hz was applied. A IO-Hz 
low-cut filter was also applied. Both sets have been 
corrected for spherical divergence. As would be ex- 
pected, zero-phase wavelets show widening with increas- 
ing time and decreasing Q, but not time delays for the 
peaks. Minimum phase wavelets show the widening in 
the same manner as zero-phase wavelets. and also the 
delay which becomes quite pronounced at low Q and 
high travel times. Figures 4and 5 show thedeconvolution 
of these data by using the Wiener-Levinson algorithm 
forminimum-phaseandrero-phaseoutput,respectively. 
Both sets now show similar wavelet shapes for all 
Q-values as well as all travel times, except for the data 
below the slanted lines where distortion was excessive 
because of extreme attenuation. Note that the events 
peak at identical times for all Q-values, indicating that 
the relative time shifts noted on the minimum-phase 
synthetics for different Q have been corrected. The 
wavelets show a decline in amplitude with increasing 
travel time, which corresponds to the attenuation rates 
of approximately 3.X db/s for Q=250, II.0 db/s for 
Q = 170 and I3 dbis for Q = 50. These rates are very 
similar to those observed in Figure 2. 

The example shows that, in all but extreme cases of 
attenuation, deconvolution normally applied to field 
data is adequate to stabilize the wavelet and compen- 
sate for time-delay within the wavelrrsprrwum band. The 
correction for frequency differences two orders of mag- 
nitude larger between sonic frequencies (50 Hz) and 
sonic logs (20K Hz) isadifferent problem. which will be 
discussed later in the paper. 

DETFKMINATION OF Q FROM FIELD RECOKUS 

An examination of Equation (2) shows that Q can be 
determined either from the slope of a power spectrum 
orfromenergyforaspecific frequency fat twodifferent 
times. Both methods assume that 

I. The spectrum of the reflectivity index series is 
white. 

2. Theinstrument responseisflatin betweenfrequen- 
ties being used. 

3. The source signal is white. 
4. The extraneous noise is minimal. 
Figure 6 shows the spectra from four different win- 

dows for the reflectivity index series computed from a 
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SYNTHETIC DATA n 

ZERO PH4SE 0 WAVELET MINIMUM PHASE Q WAVELET 

Fig. 3. Synthetic traces for Q ranging from 30 to 250. Right twelve traces assume minimum phase and left twelve zero phase. 
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Fig. 4. Deconvolution 01 synthetic record in Figure 3 far minimum-phase output wavelet 
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AFTER DECONVOLUTION (ZERO PHASE) 

Fig. 5. 

3 
ZERO PHASE Q WAVELET MINIMUM PHASE Q WA”ELET 

Deoxwolution of Figure 3 for rero~phase output wavelet. 
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Fig. 6. Spectrum of reflectivity index series computed for a sonic log over tour windows 
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FIELD TRACE 
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Fig. 7. Spectra over the field trace for five windows and computed ~-values 
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Fig. 8. Spectra over field trace after deconvolution 
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deep sonic log from offshore Africa. The spectra gener- 
ally show a positive slope between IO and 60 Hz. which 
reduces th,e slope of the spectrum from the field tract 
and therefore increases the estimate of Q. The assump- 
tions on source and instrument responses al-e generally 
valid, particularly after correction for instrument res- 
ponse. Extraneous noise is unpredictable and can bc 
avoided olnly by selecting relatively noise-free traces. 

Figure 7 shows five spectra from a field trace located 
very near the well used in Figure 6. Q-values estimated 
from the slope we given at the right end of each curve. 
Q-values &mated from frequencies around 30 Hz arc 
shown in hetwecn the cuwes. Except for the deepest 
pair of windows, where the signal/noise ratio is low. 
there is a general correspondence in the two sets of 
values, although they are by no means identical. 

For the sake of gcncral interest, spectra for the same 
windows are shown after spiking deconvolution in Fig- 
ure X and after stack in Figure Y. ‘The incrcasc in high- 
frequency energy and flattening of spectra by decon- 
volution is apparent in Figure X. Figure Y shows greater 
thancxpectedattenuationinenerXyinfrequencics highct 
than 45 Hlz. Thih attenuation was not investigate in 
detail. although inspection of records suggested that the 
spectral whitening by deconvolution magnified some 
high-frequency incoherent energy that was suppressed 
by the stacking proccdurc. 

Figure IO shows a plot of Q-values estimated from 
slopes of spectra (crosses) and from spectra over suc- 
cessive windows (circles) for two PI-ofiles, which cross 
at the location of the well used in Figure 3. The Q 
estimates from spectra over successive windows show 
asmalleri-angethantheestimatesfromslopes. Interest- 
ingly,forhothmethodsestimatestend toclusteraround 
similar values. The larger scatter in spectral slope esti- 
matesisdueprohahly topoorsignal/noiseratio:lt higher 
frequencies. which are crucial in detwmining the slopes 
of the curves. 

Relationship Brtweet~ Q~Fuc~tur und Dispersion 

Averbukh (1969) used the absorption law 

I = a.f ‘1 

whcrc = is the absorption coefficient. f the frequency. 
and a and n are constants for determining the velocity 
dispersionof elastic waves. A large numberofmeasure- 
lmcnts of the absorption coefficient in a variety of litho- 
logic environments conform to the above law when 
n = I. In this case the model predicts that the velocity at 
frcqucncy f with respect to velocity at frequency f,, i\ 
given by (Crow and Alhilali. lY74) 

AFTER STACK 

FREQUENCY HZ 

Fig. 9. Spectra over field trace after stack. 
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f 
-1 

V(f) = V(fo) 1 
6if,) 

I--- - 

n* I” f 
cl I 13) 

where 6 is the logarithmic decrement defined as half of 
the fractional energy absorbed per cycle. Nol-mally, a 
variationof withfrequencyis sosmall:~s to he negligible. 
By substituting 8 = r/Q, Equation (3) becomes 

f 
V(f) = V(fO) 

[ 

-1 

1 - ~ In ~ 
n4 f. 1 (41 

Equation (4) is the same as that quoted by O‘Brien 
(1961) from Kolsky (1956). If AV = V(f,,) V(f), the 
equation can be written as: 

AV _ .3183 ,n f 

V(f) Q t-1 
f” 

15) 

x x 

Figure I I shows the variation of A\‘/V l’ot- Q ranging 
from 30 to 300 for ft-equency range IO-IO” Hr for 
f 0 = ?O,OOO Hr. which is normally the frequency of 
the sonic logging tool. 

Since the sonic log measures V in transit time, and 
two-way time i\ obtained by adding transit times. it 
follows that any diffcrenccs in velocity between sonic 
frcqucncics and seismic frcqucncy must cause the same 
differences AT (only with opposite algebraic sign) in 
two-way time T. Therefore. one can write 

AT T(fo) - T(f) .3183 f 

= ~ In 
T T 0 C---J 

f 0 
16) 

Normally f,, _ 20.000 Hz and F 30 I Ir. Then 
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Fig. 10. Plot 01 estimated values of Q from slopes and windows for two seismic ~rofiies, 
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Fig. 11. Plot oi change in velocity compared with velocity at ZOK Hz 
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Fig. 12. Plct of change in velocity or travel time vs Q for frequencies 
30 and 20.000 HZ (tap, and 10 and 100 HZ (bottom). 

A plot ofAT/T vs Q is shown in Figure 12. The topcurve 
shows thr: stretch one must apply on the sonic to match 
seismic section\ for the appropriate value of Q. When 
Q= 100. lhc needed stretch is ?I “15 over OllC second. 
When Q==300. the stretch is only 7 ms. 

The bottom curve in Figure I2 shows ?rV/V fol- ftn- 
quencies of IO and 100 11~. two ends of the seismic 
spectrum. The curve is intwesling for IWU treasons. 
First. it gives an indication of.distortion in the wavclct 
for different travel times. .Thc time diffcrencc bctwccn 
the IO- and 10%Hz components at 1.0 s is 6 ms for 
Q= IS0 and I2 ms for Q=hO. which indicates that the 
wavelet will bc broader for lower Q. Second. one can 

compute. for a given sprwd. (lx diSfct-cncc in norm81 
moveoutcol-l-c\pondin~t~~~~l~~~iticsar twofrequcncies. 
II win done in tvoo cases: (a) spread 2000 m. avxagic 
w&city 3000 m/s and Q = I20 at I .O 5. and(h) Q = 300 at 
I .5 I. for the same velocity and spl-cad. The diffcwncc 
in vclocilies al the two frcqucncics is 0.h :md 0.25 
pcrccn(. rcspcctivcly. If the data w~-e cot-I-ectcd for 
velocity appt-opriate for IO Hz. ovcl-cot-I.c~lioll in the 
l00-Hz component would correspond 10 2.5 ms in ia) 
and 0.X ms in (h). On real data. thcsc v~lucs we much 
less than error\ caured by othct- ~IIICCS like multiplex. 
randomnoise. sl;lticpl-ohlcms.clc. and velocitydispet-- 
sion caused by absorption is not likely to be significant 
in the stacking p!-OCC\Y. 

Cofrlprriliriorr f$Q Fnmi lli.sprr.viofz wrd C‘r~rwciinfi i$Snflii. 

I.o,yx E rwn/‘h 

Equation (6) readily gives a method ofcomputing the 
Q-factor firom a sonic log and the seismic traces at the 
well. The fimc shift hctwccn the sonic :md seismic data 
can he estimated by cross cwrclation and then buhsti- 
tutcd in Equation (6) !o dctcrminc Q The sonic can hc 
co~-rectedeilherb~\lr~lchin~il:~ccordin@~olhes~shifl\ 
or by \trctching it according to Equation (6) from com- 
puted Q-wlue\. The latter-procedu~-e is preferred hecause 
the ‘\trc(ch is often dislortcd by noise present on ~IXCS 
or deviation of the well. nnd :I limited range of Q-value\ 
limits the pcrmissihlc stretch. 

Figwc Ii showsa xismic scclion f~~~mccnll-al Alhcr-ta. 
Thesynthcticcomplitedfl-omfhcsonicvclocities(~iven 
at the top of the figure) is shown at its propcn- location. 
The sonic needy 10 he stretched wfind matching event\ 
hetueen .3 :md I.4 5 on the seismic data. t+gwe I4 
shows the section compxcd with lhc synthetic after 
velocities wcw adjrlsted for dispelnion wi!h Q-vaIuc\ 
appropriale fat- the sedimenls (Q-values shoun at the 
hottom of the figure). The synthetic matchcs the seis- 
mic data over- the length of the trace and aw helps to 
identify cot-rect polarity. Next. a M~YCICI was con- 
puted from the seismic section and applied 10 Ihe sonic 
IO gcncratc ;I synthetic ~I’XC. which wa\ used to csti- 
mate Q by compxing this synthetic with 0~ wmpuwJ 
wavclcl to the rcismic wclion. The final synthetic. 
compurcd after curt-ccting for Q (Fig. Ii). matches 
lhc dala “cry well l’w lhe Icng!lh of the *onic. ;md a local 
zone of compaction around .X 5 is indicated. 

Figure I6 shows the sci\mic section cl-ossing :I well 
fl-om offshore Africa. These dala were ucd in comput- 
ing the ()-factor in Figut-c IO. ‘l‘hc match hctwccn the 
synthetic ;md Ihc dala is rcasonahlc hut. again, the 
synthcfic needs 10 he stretched to match over its total 
length. Figures 17 end IX show the comparisons after 
velocities have hccn adjusted for Q-values computed 
by cornpal-ing synthetic end stacked seismic data and 
Q-valuw cwnputed in Figure IO. rcrpcctivcly. Roth 
show it significantly impnwcd match. In this instance. 
Q-VBIUCS computed from field records appear to give a 
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Fig. 15. Comparison oi synthetic trace and synthetic seismogram after sonic is adjusted for computed values of C! 
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Fig. 16. Comparison of Synthetic trace and seismic section km dishore Africa. 
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Fig. 17. Comparison Of Synthetic trace am adjustment Of 0 (comp”ted frorr stmc1,i a:,ci SClSrniC %?CflOrl 
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